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Abstract

Several factors thought to influence the representativeness of behavioral assessment data were examined in an analogue study employing a multifactorial design. Systematic and unsystematic methods of observing group behavior were investigated using 18 male and 18 female observers. Additionally, valence properties of the observed behaviors were inspected. Subjects' assessments of a videotape were compared to a criterion code which defined the population of behaviors. Results indicated that systematic observation procedures were more accurate than unsystematic procedures, though this factor interacted with gender of observer and valence of behavior. Additionally, males tended to sample more representatively than females. A third finding indicated that the negatively valenced behavior was overestimated, while the neutral and positively valenced behaviors were accurately assessed.
Observation Procedure, Observer Gender, and Behavior Value as Determinants of Sampling Error in a Behavior Assessment Analogue

The enterprise of behavior therapy relies largely on the direct observation of behavior, thus the improvement of this "methodology is perhaps the most critical task for strengthening our contribution to the science of human behavior" (Johnson & Bolstad, 1973, p. 8). Underscoring this need, Linehan (Note 1) has called for an examination of the validity of behavioral assessment techniques.

Jones, Reid, and Patterson (1975) have suggested that the definitive features of naturalistic assessment are (a) the sampling of behavior in situ, (b) the low degree of inference in describing overt behavior, and (c) the use of trained and impartial observers. However, the impartiality of observers and of the data they record has been recently questioned along three lines: (a) social influence processes, (b) the adequacy of sampling of the population of behaviors, and (c) the gender of observers. In the analogue study to be reported here, these three factors are analyzed, both for their separate effects and their interactions.

Social influence factors have been studied by Scott, Burton, and Yarrow (1967) who found that an observer informed of the nature
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of the research collected data that confirmed the hypothesis significantly more than did uninformed observers. Because of the importance of this finding to behavioral scientists and because Scott was the informed observer, additional research has been conducted on this bias phenomenon. There is conflicting data as to the effect of social factors on biasing observations (e.g., Kent, O'Leary, Diament, & Dietz, 1974; Shulier & McNamara, 1976; Skindrud, 1973). However, the preponderance of the evidence suggest that under certain conditions both behavioral and global perception data are subject to biasing influence (see also O'Leary, Kent, & Kanowitz, 1975).

An additional variable which may affect the data collection process is the definition of the behavioral code, and the presumed relationship between the code and the personality construct which it is designed to assess. For example, behaviors such as "high-rate" or "self-stimulation" (Jones et al., 1975) are implicitly or explicitly related to constructs such as "hyperactivity," and thus are negatively valenced. Whether observers differentially perceive and record behavior as a function of valence property of code-construct relationships is critical, especially most coding systems contain behaviors of a range of valences.

A second factor which has been shown to influence the
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representativeness of behavioral data is the procedure of sampling employed. Thomson, Holmberg, and Baer (1974) have shown that a spaced sequential procedure of observing groups produces the smallest error in estimating the population of behaviors. Powell, Martindale, and Kulp (1975) have demonstrated that momentary time sampling at least once every 120 sec provides data which are truly representative of the population. In general, the more frequent the sampling of the population, the more representative were the data obtained. In a comparison of time-sampling and interval-sampling procedures, Repp, Roberts, Slack, Repp, and Berkler (1976) found that the most representative data were obtained in interval recording, while time-sampling procedures produced highly inaccurate estimates of the population of behaviors. However, both of these latter studies include a number of deficiencies which limit generality. For example, Powell et al. used a simple one-category code of a secretary's in-seat behavior, while Repp et al. employed a time-sampling spacing which yielded infrequent samples of behavior. In addition, because Repp et al. used electromechanically-generated chart records as the population from which samples were derived, the artificial nature of this study precludes generalization to research employing human observers: They must decide on the particular person to be sampled as well as
the ongoing behavior, and must ensure accuracy of data logging.

Kubany and Sloggett (1973) provided an excellent comparison of the representativeness of two population-sampling procedures. In their study, data collected by a teacher using a VI-4 min schedule of classroom observation were compared to data collected by the experimenter on a FI-15 sec schedule. Kubany and Sloggett's results indicated that momentary time sampling at longer intervals provides data which are veridical with more frequent sampling of the population. A limitation of this study, however, is that the true population of behaviors was not assessed. Thus, there may have been constant error in either over- or underestimation of the sampled behaviors.

The nature of the sampling procedure is particularly important when the behavior of groups is the focus of study (e.g., classrooms). It has long been suspected that teachers are unsystematic in their sampling procedures, and a random manner of observation may lead to inaccuracies in summary reports (Wahler & Leske, 1973) and behavioral data. However, there has been no empirical test of whether systematic methods of sampling improve upon those data collected from unsystematic recording procedures. This question is especially salient because of the recent emphasis on the collection of normative data (e.g., Walker & Hops, 1976).
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In addition, one might expect that the valence properties of the behavioral codes employed may interact in some fashion with the observation system used.

A third variable, which has not received attention in the behavioral assessment literature, is the influence of gender on accuracy of observation. Data from the literature on social memory suggest that females make more accurate assessments than males after observing videotapes or photographs of groups of people (Mazanec & McCall, 1975; Witryol & Kaess, 1957). However, these assessments are not made immediately, and thus differ from most behavioral assessment tasks. The vigilance literature suggests that females may be more accurate in tasks requiring sustained attention (Davies & Tune, 1969), although males have been found to have a shorter reaction time in visual vigilance tasks (Harkins, Nowlin, Ramm, & Schroeder, 1974; Tojin & Fisher, 1974) and to be superior in problems which require visual discrimination of objects set in a larger context (Guilford, 1967; Maccoby & Jacklin, 1974a; 1974b). The inconsistency and lack of direct generalizability of the present data base necessitates examination of possible gender differences in the capacity to representatively sample populations of behavior in a naturalistic assessment task.
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The present experiment was designed to investigate three factors which possibly influence the representativeness of data obtained in studies employing behavioral assessment in general, and momentary time sampling in particular. This study is not proposed as representative of traditional behavioral data collection; for example, we employed videotapes, rather than live performers, in order to assess the actual population of behaviors. Rather, our purpose is to contribute to knowledge of those factors which may bias observation, through an analogue study with high internal validity, and which allows for higher-order interactions to be revealed. First, bias effects due to valence properties of code-construct relationships were investigated using behavioral codes to represent negative, neutral, and positively valenced personality characteristics. Second, the process of sampling groups was examined, and an unsystematic (idiosyncratic) method of observation was compared with a systematic (standard) procedure. Third, the representativeness of sampling as a function of observers' gender was investigated. Additionally, both algebraic and absolute deviation (Newell, 1976) in sampling the true population of behaviors were assessed. Finally, stepwise regression was used to examine predictors of absolute error.
Method

Subjects

Fifty-three subjects between the ages of 18 and 42 years (mean = 22.6) participated in this study as observers. Eighteen male and 18 female observers are included in the final sample; eight males and nine females were excluded on the basis of the selection criteria which are detailed in the Design and Procedure section. Subjects had an average of 2.1 years of college education, with a mean of 3.8 psychology courses. All subjects received course credit for their participation.

Materials

In order to specify the population of behaviors contained within the assessment stimuli, a videotape was produced which depicted six people (two male and four female) who were instructed to follow an informal script. This group tape was 10 min long and designed to resemble the administration of a group personality questionnaire. The actors sat about a large conference table, and were instructed to behave as if they were taking a test, although they were told to engage in the following behaviors of interest: (a) holding the test booklet in both hands; (b) adjusting clothing, jewelry, and so forth; resting head in both hands; and (c) crossing the arms. These specific behaviors defined the population of
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Behaviors which subjects were to later sample.

After the videotaping was completed, a signal which noted 10 sec intervals was dubbed onto the audio track. A criterion code of all actors' behaviors at all intervals (defined as the instant the signal sounded) was constructed by the author and a female assistant. Disagreements were resolved in consultation with other assistants who were either male or female. The group tape that was employed had relatively equal percentages of intervals during which the actors engaged in the three valenced behaviors (Neutral=10.6%; Negative=8.3%; and Positive=13.1%). Because 68% of the scorables intervals contained non-salient behaviors, over- or undersampling of one of the behaviors of interest did not necessarily determine the sampling probability of another recordable behavior. All tapes were presented on a black and white video monitor (Sony model CVM-110UA). All subjects recorded their observations on a three-item checklist.

Design and Procedure

This study used a three-way design, with two levels of each between groups factor (observation procedure and observer gender) and three levels of the within subjects factor (code valence). The investigation involved a single laboratory session, with subjects randomly assigned to observation procedure groups. All
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levels of the within subjects factor were obtained from the single checklist completed by each observer.

Subjects were recruited from two psychology lecture classes, with the experimenter requesting "research assistants" to aid in a behavioral observation project. Upon arriving at the laboratory, subjects completed an "application for assistantship" which requested basic demographic information. After answering preliminary questions, the first instructional tape was presented to the subjects, who were seen in groups numbering up to five.

Experimental deception. A deceptive set was introduced to provide for valued behavioral codes. Ostensibly, the observers were to code overt behaviors of people taking a group personality test. The study was, supposedly, an attempt to compare two methods of personality assessment, and the observers were told that their observations were to be later correlated with the questionnaire measures. The observers were needed to "ensure that experimental bias would be eliminated, as the experimenter had already scored the personality tests."

Further instructions were delivered on videotape, to insure standardized presentation of information. The behavioral codes were defined and modeled, and a rationale was offered for the scoring of the particular behaviors. It was explained that an
earlier study had found relationships between these overt behaviors and the personality constructs which were measured in the test. "Neuroticism," the negatively valenced behavior, ostensibly was related to a category called "Fidget"—the manipulation of clothing or jewelry, or holding the head in both hands. "Positive Functioning," the positively valenced behavior, was said to be related to "Bookholding," or holding the test booklet with both hands. Finally, subjects were told that a "neutral" behavior needed to be observed, that being the "Armcrossing" category which was supposedly related to no particular personality construct.

Training tapes. To ensure that all subjects could accurately assess the behaviors of interest, three videotapes of individual females were used for training purposes. During each of these 5 min tapes, questions could be asked, and definitions of the behaviors were again offered. A fourth videotape was employed to assess accuracy of code usage, with an interval-by-interval agreement score (Hawkins & Dotson, 1975) of 90%, required in order to view the group tape.

Observation procedure and group tape. After the subjects' accuracy was assessed, a second instructional videotape was presented which explained the coding procedure to be used in assessing a group of individuals. Half of the observers were
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taught to observe the group systematically. ("Start with any individual, then observe each person for one interval in a clockwise fashion until the tape ends.") The remaining observers were asked to use an unsystematic observation strategy. ("Start with any individual, choose the next person to code in a completely random manner; do not use any system which would allow prediction of the next person you will choose.") All subjects were then cautioned that they must observe the individuals in the group in systematic/unsystematic fashion "to ensure that the data will be free from bias."

Immediately before observing the group tape, all subjects were asked to define the behaviors of interest, and to state the observation procedure to be employed. Each subject observed the group tape in isolation; all were told that they were viewing a unique tape.

After the group tape was completed, a questionnaire was given to check the adequacy of the deceptive set. Subjects were asked first to state the relationships between the behaviors and the personality constructs, and second, to state the degree of their beliefs in these relationships. Only those subjects who stated at least two of the relationships and indicated at least a mild belief in them were included in the present analysis.
Results

Of initial interest was the assessment of possible differences between subjects retained or excluded from the primary analyses on the basis of rejection criteria. The t tests performed indicated no group differences with respect to age, class standing, number of psychology courses taken, grade-point average (GPA), or pretest accuracy. The largest (though still nonsignificant) difference was found on the absolute error variable, with subjects included in the analysis making an average absolute error of 10.7% while excluded subjects deviated 8.9%, t(51) = -1.66, p > .10. Deviation for this and all other analyses was defined as the observers' estimation of the percentage of intervals in which the group engaged in specific behavior minus the true percentage of intervals the group engaged in these behaviors. In addition, if compared to the actual population of behaviors, a relative indication of over- and underestimation is available.

Prior to analyses of the primary dependent measures, a two-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) was used to determine whether each observation/gender group retained in the analyses were equated on demographic, measures of deception, and accuracy of pretest variables. There were no significant group differences on age, class standing, GPA, pretest accuracy, number of relationships
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remembered, or the degree of belief in these relationships. For all subjects, the average belief rating of the negatively valenced category was 2.94, with the positively valenced category rated 2.77 (1=not-related, 5=very strongly related), t(70) = .87, p > .10. However, one ANOVA did reveal a significant source, with females having taken more psychology courses than males, F(1,32) = 5.66, p < .025.

When analyzing deviation scores, the dependent measure may be conceptualized as either the long-range average of observers' error (algebraic error) or the average error independent of direction (absolute error). In the present experiment all analyses employing algebraic error were analyzed via three-way ANOVA. Absolute error was considered primarily relevant to the between group factors, and was analyzed using a two-way ANOVA.

Analysis of algebraic error indicated several significant sources of variance. Systematic observers were more accurate than unsystematic observers, with the former making deviation errors of -.23%, and the latter making errors of 2.57%, F(1,32) = 16.09, p < .001. Thus, in terms of total recordable behaviors, unsystematic observers perceived 3.7% more behaviors than were actually present, while systematic observers actually underestimated the total behavior by .3%. The observation procedure, however,
interacted with the observers' gender, $F(1,32)=4.28$, $p < .05$ (see Figure 1), though it did not interact with code valence. Category valence was a third source of significance, $F(2,64)=13.92$, $p < .001$, with an a posteriori $t$-test indicating that more deviation errors were made in observing the negatively valenced category (3.52%) than either the positively (-.18%) or neutrally (.47%) valenced categories, $t(64)=4.98$, $p < .001$. In terms of the population of behaviors, observers overestimated the negatively valenced and neutral category by 42.4% and 1.6%, respectively, while underestimating the positive category by 1.3%. Additionally, a valence $\times$ observation procedure $\times$ gender interaction was significant, $F(2,64)=5.03$, $p < .01$ (see Figure 2).

The two-way ANOVA for absolute error indicated that males were more accurate in sampling the population than females, $F(1,32)=6.95$, $p < .015$. Males deviated an average of 9.06% while females deviated an average of 12.28%. There were no additional sources of variance for absolute error.

Stepwise regression analyses were performed on both absolute error, as well as the number of errors made on the pretest.
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(accuracy of using the codes). After controlling for the sources of error which constituted the composite absolute error score, no demographic variables predicted absolute error. However, GPA was a significant predictor of errors on the pretest, with a partial correlation of \(- .39, F(1,34)=6.17, p < .05\). Thus, the lower the GPA, the more errors were made on the test tape. Of additional importance, males tended to have lower grade point averages, although this was not a significant source of variance \((p > .10)\).

Discussion

It appears that systematic momentary time-sampling procedures provide relatively unbiased information, while unsystematic time sampling produces a significantly larger degree of population-sampling error. This result extends the work of Powell et al. (1975), and partially confirms speculation by Omark, Fiedler, and Marvin (1976) that unsystematic methods of observation allow idiosyncratic bias. The degree this idiosyncratic bias is evidenced by a significant gender x valence x observation procedure interaction, and inspection of Figure 2 suggests that sampling error is actually multidetermined. However, no interpretation of this interaction will be attempted. We would like to note, though, that behavioral assessment, like other subdisciplines of psychology, appears to be subject to higher-order interactions (cf., Cronbach, 1957; 1975) and continued investigation of
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attributes and treatments which may effect observer behavior appears to be in order.

An unexpected finding was that females tended to observe less representatively than males when absolute error is the measure of interest. When algebraic error is inspected, females appear to be less representative observers when using a random method of observation. The lack of main effect for observer gender in the algebraic error analysis reflects the dispersion of females' error in both the positive and negative directions, a level of error approaching zero. The rationale for these sex differences may be found in the literature on visual discrimination (Maccoby & Jacklin, 1974a; 1974b). However, the present findings should be considered only as suggestive for further research, and certainly not as an adequate basis for personnel decisions.

An additional note of importance is the failure to detect differences in the rate of absolute error between subjects included or excluded from the primary analyses. While this suggests a degree of generality of our findings, a more sensitive test would have required a larger sample of subjects who did not believe in the deceptive code-construct relationships.

In conclusion, valence of behavioral codes, gender of
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observers, and the observation procedure have been demonstrated to influence the representativeness of momentary time sampling in a behavioral assessment analogue. It is clear that if behavior therapists are to continue to rely on their data as evidence of the efficacy of their techniques, rather than on testimonials (Johnson & Bolstad, 1973), they must eliminate or control nonrandom sources of population-sampling error. First, however, the complexities inherent in behavioral observation must be thoroughly studied.

It is likely that the effects of social influence and gender can be negated by careful observer training, just as the adoption of systematic sampling techniques has produced more valid estimates of time frequencies. The value of analogue studies lies in identification of those biasing factors to which trainers should attend.
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Figure Captions

Figure 1. Sampling Error as a Function of Gender and Observation Procedure.

Figure 2. Sampling Error as a Function of Gender, Observation Procedure, and Valence.
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